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SUMMARY

Scope: This was a special, announced Procedures inspection. Its purpose -

was to confirm that plant procedures were developed, reviewed,
modified, and maintained as required by the licensee's procedure
program.

Results: The inspectors found the plant procedures were generally adequate.
However, the inspectors identified a weakness with the technical
review of procedures. Also, the inspectors identified a
questionable administrative allowance that permitted operations
personnel to routinely change procedures without processing
Temp.rary Procedure Changes. No violations or deviations were
identified.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*G. L. Boldt, Vice President, Nuclear Production -|
*H. E. Col? ins, Operations Engineer !

*P.- M. Ezell, Planning Supervisor
,

*E. Froats, Manager, Nuclear Compliance
*J. R. Krailan, Shif t Manager (0perations)
*D. W. Kurtz, Manager, Nucicar Operations Quality Assurance
*J. A. Lind, Manager, Operations Training
*P. F. McKee, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
*B. McLaughlin, Nuclear Regulatory Specialist
*T. Metcalf, Nuclear Operations Engineer
*T. Miller, Puclear Shift Supervisor
*R. L. Murgatroyd, Superintendent, RCH
*W. J. Nielsen, Assistant Maintenance Superintendent
*S. B. Sullens, Senior Quality Auditor
*R. C. Widell, Director, Nuclear Operations Site Support
*H. Wojtasinski, Nuclear Project Specialist (Maintenance)
*R. E. Yost, Quality Audits Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted include engineers, operators, and
office personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

*R. Freudenberger, Resident Inspectc.

Other NRC Personnel

*R. V. Crlenjak, Chief, Operational Programs Section
*T. Johnson, Senior Resident Inspector (Region 1)

* Attended Exit Interview on August 14, 1992

Acronyms and initialisms are. defined in Paragraph 4.

2. Review of Plant Procedure-and Procedure Program (42700)

The -inspectors reviewed selected- plant Annunciator Response,
Maintenance, and Operations procedures. This review was conducted to
determine if these procedures were maintained as required by the
licensee's procedure program, the procedures were useful to plant staff,
-and the procedures would accomplish their intcoded function. The
inspectors also reviewed ten'1991 and five 1592 LERs to determine -if the
licensee had identified procedural error aa a cause or contributor to
plant events. The inspectors concluded tnat seven of the 1991 and five
of the 1992 LERs were either directly causeJ by procedural errors or
procedural errors significantly contributed to the .n t . These LERs
were previously reviewed by the NRC. The inspectors reviewed
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documentation that indicated the total number of events due to procedure -

errors was decreasing. However, the inspectors could not draw the same
conclusion about procedure errors that resulted in LERs.

a. Licensee's Procedure Program

The inspectors reviewed the administrative program for the
development and modification of plant procedures. The following
procedures comprised the plant procedural program and were
reviewed by the inspectors:

o AI-400A Description and General Administration of Plant
Procedures, revision 6

o AI-400B Originating New Procedures, revision 8

o AI-4000 Permanent Procedure Revisions, revision 9

o Al-4000 Temporary Procedure Changes, revision 3

The Interpretation Contact was the sole person responsible for
resolving questions about assigned procedures, including intent,
and for assurance that procedural changes follow all applicable-
plant procedural program requirements.

Procedure AI-4000 defines a temporary procedure change as " changes
to a procedure that are normally of an urgent or simple nature
such that the time and extra levels.of review required to process
a permanent revision is inappropriate." AI-4000 restricts TPCs to
correction of obviously incorrect information or minor errors
noted during procedure performance. AI-4000 further stated a TPC
...shall not be used to create a Change of Intent..." and are for"

one-time use only. A change of :atent is defined as "any change
which affects the purpose,-aim, setpoints, tolerances,
calibration, calibration tolerances, materials, QC " HOLD POINTS",
limits, or acceptance criteria of a procedure."

b. Annunciator Response Procedures

The inspectors reviewed Annunciator Response procedures AR-301,
ESA Annunciator Response, revision 10, AR-401, PSA F Annunciator
Response, revision 7, and AR-501, ICS I Annunciator Response,
revision 14, for compliance with AI-402B, Procedure Writing
(Except for EP/VP/AP), revision 8. . This review found several
inconsistencies between the ARPs and AI-4028. Specifically, the
procedures lacked applicable references to drawings or diagrams,
Technical' Specif_ications, procedures and personnel, other expected
alarms, or sensor identification. Instructions for-operator
actions were vague in that controls and indications were not-
identified, information was included in action statements, two or
more actions were given in the same action statement,-and vague i

terms such as excessive, high, low, or hot were used. Also, the

;
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inspectors found the Annunciator Response procedures were
cluttered. Too much information was given for the space allowed,
the type.was small, several alarms were on each page, and there
was no delineation between automatic actions and operator actions.
The inspectors also found examples of.the following:
typographical errors that ct ;d cause confusion, statement of-
conditions was unclear, formatting inconsistencies, use of
unaccepted abbreviations, inconsistent use of IF/THEN statements,
and appendix or notes that gave additional guidance that were
separate from the alarm response. AI-4028 committed to using INP0
Good Practice 90-201, Alarm Response Procedures, October 1990, but
the ARPs reviewed did not conform'to 90-201. The licensee
recognized the deficiencies in these procedures and was in the
process of rewriting all the ARPs. The inspectors reviewed the -
progress on the ARP rewrite and found many of the inconsistencies
had bean corrected. The licensee plans to complete the ARP
rewrite in October 1992. The licensee was in the planning' stages
of how the ARPs would be implemented. Completion of the ARP
rewrite and implementation of the improved ARPs will be inspected
at a later date and is identified as IFI 50-302/92-22-01..

c. Maintenance Procedure.t

The inspectors reviewed selected work requests, used during the
Cycle 8 refueling outage, to determine adequacy of the maintenance
procedures. The procedures, with tiie aception of MP-402C,
Maintenance of Limitorque Operators, wera determined to be
adequate for accomplishing the work. During the review of work
ptekage 0280518-BSV-3, the inspectors noted several handwritten
pages-that-identified discrepancies with the as-found valve motor
operator assembly. .The inspectors also noted Enclosure 15, Motor
Pinion Gear Installation, was missing from the work package-and
the drawings provided were too small to _make out'some of the
assembly detail. The inspectors reviewed MP-402C in detail. and
found that more guidance was required particularly in the assembly
of the declutch lever. The licensee was in the process of
reviewing MP-402C to determine if changes to the procedure were
required. The review of MP-402C will be inspected at_a later date
and is included as part of IFl 50-302/92-22-01. Other work
packages reviewed are as follows:

o 0244101-CFV43," Removed, rebuilt, tested, and reinstalled
actuator"

o 0269474-BSV4, " Disassembled valve, Clean and inspect seating
surfaces, lap seats as required to obtain satisfactory blue
check, reacsemble with_new gasket and packing"

o 0287484-CAV-6&7-SV, " Replace wire"

o 0295465-RCP-1A, " Mechanical Seal Refurbishment"

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . . .
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o 0290853-SWV-378, "Reltef valve for the RCP-1A pump motor
cooling inlet"

o 0282964-MUV-58, "High Pressure Suction from BWST Limitorque
torque switch is subject to failure when operator is
declutched and valve is in the closed position"

With the exception of the above example, the inspectors found the
maintenance procedures were generally adequate.

d. Operations Procedures

The inspectors reviewed recent procedure revisions to determine
the adequacy of the pr(codure review and implementation of the
revision. The inspecws reviewed OP-209, Plant Cooldown,
revision 74, SP-ll3, Power Range Nuclear Instrument Calibration,
revision 55, and PM-118, AC and DC Breakers - Control Rod Drive
System, revision 20.

During the review of OP-209, the inspectors noted there was a
signed and initialed note at Step 4.2.5 stating-that group 8 was
not inserted per the SS00. Step 4.2.5 required all control rod
groups be inserted to the In-Limit. In preparation for a
cooldown, Step 4.3.4 directed the operators to isolate SW to the
CRDMs. This step assumed the control rods were inserted and
deenergized. There wt.s a note stating group eight was withdrawn
(energized) and the step was not accomplished. The procedure was
terminated at this point. The inspectors expressed concern the
licensee was making changes to the procedure without processing a
TPC. Through discussions with licensee personnel, the inspectors
concluded this was not an unusual. practice and was allowed by-the
operations administrative procedure. It should be noted this
change did not-result-in loss of SW to energized CRDMs; hnwever,
the potential did exist.

In summary, OP-209 was reviewed against the requirements discussed
in paragraph 2.a'..Although certain operations procedure changes
were allowed by the operations administrative proceduro and no
safety. concerns were identified, the methods used are
questionable. The inspectors concluded that, because this type of
plant shutdown is made frequently, the operations procedure

,

appears to meet the guidelines for a permanent change to reflect {
that group eight control rods are left withdrawn (energized) and
SW to the CRDMs should not he isolated when a cooldown is' not j
planned. :

i

The inspectors reviewed SP-ll3 and TPCs 91-06-06 (6/28/91),
. I

91-09-11 (9/30/91), 91-06-05 (6/27/91), 91-09-10 (9/26/91) ;These. |

TPCs corrected several errors found in revision 50 of SP-ll3.
These errors included incorrect instrument references, incorrect
procedure references, incomplete descriptions of equipment, and
incorrect data-recording location references.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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The inspectors reviewed PM-118 and TPCs 91-06-02 (6/4/91),
91-05-03 (5/31/91), 91-05-04 (5/31/91), 91-06-01 (6/3/91),
91-05-05 (6/3/91). These TPCs corrected errors found in revision20. These errors included incorrectly identified connection
locations, errors in figure labeling, incorrect star sequencing
and branching, and reference to a step deleted during pre . dure
revision. These errors also existed in revision 19 and were not
corrected with revision 20.

Overall, for the procedures reviewed, procedure errors did not
result in any safety concerns. However, the number of errors
identified on revised procedures indicates a weakness in the
procedure change program including the " qualified technical
review."

Based on the above reviews, the inspectors concluded the
licensee's technical review of procedures L.as generally adequate
with weakness in identifying errors in procedural revisions,
consistentency in the application of TPCs, and interpretation of
" change of intent." This issue is identified as IFl
50-302/92-22-02, Weakness in Procedure Change Program.

3. Exit Meeting

On August 14, 1992, the areas inspected and inspection results were
d;s ussed in detail with the personnel identified in paragraph 1. Based

on t'' inspector's findings, weaknesses in the conduct of procedural
reviews and changes were identified. No dissenting comments were
received. No proprietary material was reviewed by the inspectors.

Jtem Number Status Description (Paraaraoh)

302/92-22-01 OPEN IF1-Completion and
implementation of
upgraded ARPs and review
of procedure MP-402C

50-302/92-22-02 OPEN IFI-Weakness in
Procedure Change Program

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4. Acronyms and'Initialisms

ARP Annunciator Response Procedure
BWST Borated Water Storage Tank-
CRDM Control Rod Drive Mechanism
ICS Intergrated Control System
Ifl Inspector followup Item
INPO Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
LER Licensee Event Repcrt
QC Quality Control
SW Service Water

'

SSOD Shift Supervisor On Duty
TPC Temporary Procedure Change
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